HOW THE AITRAILER WORKS
The AirTrailer is a Gyroplane, an unpowered rotor wing aircraft towed by a manned aircraft or
Unmanned Aircraft (Drone), autonomously controlled by a state of the art flight control system.
Gyroplanes are essentially mechanical parachutes or horizontal windmills that provide
substantial lift from incoming air. Unlike helicopters, gyrocopter gliders are far simpler, have no
transmission, engines or counter torque tail rotors. Using small auxiliary motors gyrocopters
can store kinetic energy to jump vertically into the air or with only a short takeoff run, at
landing they flare like a parachute to a near zero ground roll landing closely mimicking the
footprint of a helicopter in all but hover.
Landing; The AirTrailer is released in flight by the towing aircraft, at or near 300 feet Above
Ground Level - - it senses the ground through dust, snow, and fog by radar and / or laser
altimeter - - decelerates and lands gently with near zero roll
A laser and radar altimeter are employed to measure altitude above the ground for landing.
The AirTrailer has a freely spinning rotor wing, similar to a helicopter, powered solely by the
relative wind speed wind moving through the rotor disk, this is known as autorotation. The
wind powered rotor achieves autorotative flight by converting thrust, forward movement from
a towing aircraft into rotor speed and lift.
Air forced through the rotor blades by the forward movement of the aircraft causes the rotor to
turn in autorotation and thereby provide lift. Since the gyroplane in flight is always in
autorotation, it is inherently safer, simpler and quieter than a helicopter.
The AirTrailer achieves autorotative flight, (lift), is derived from the thrust induced winds
driving the freely turning rotor blades. Rushing air spins the rotor as the AirTrailer is pulled
forward.

Autorotative flight: is a means of achieving flight also, slow flight is practical without the risk of
stalling the aircraft, Gyroplanes cannot stall.
Very Short Takeoff: Pre-rotation of the rotor system in preparation for takeoff is accomplished
using a small motor. Pre-rotation of the rotor system allows the AirTrailer to takeoff in less than
100 feet.

Vertical or Jump Takeoff: Some models of the AirTrailer are equipped with a robust motor that
spins the rotor system up to greater than 100% rotor RPM needed for flight. Jump Takeoff
equipped AirTrailers can fly out of a confined location being towed by a helicopter. Jump
Takeoff also enhances the recovery options.
Automated Landing: AirTrailer is never landed attached to the towing aircraft, always released
in flight to land, the AirTrailer automatically sets up for landing. AirTrailer is equipped with a
ground sensing systems that can see through fog, smoke, and snow, this allows the AirTrailer to
land in otherwise zero visibility situations where a manned aircraft could not land.
HOW IS IT RETRIEVED?
Retrieval options vary. The AirTrailer is handled differently depending on the operation. The towing
aircraft lands connects to the AirTrailer and flown back to base. If the towing aircraft cannot land, the
AirTrailer can be moved to a location where a plane can land. Certain models can be disassembled and
loaded into one AirTrailer, example: 4 AirTrailer’s, 3 AirTrailers disassembled and loaded into 1 AirTrailer
to be flown out as a single multi pack.
Finally they can be carted or trucked out to a suitable recovery airfield.
The AirTrailer if equipped for Jump Takeoff it can also be “hooked” by a passing aircraft to return.
UAS Towed AirTrailer’s remain attached to the towing UAS for the entire mission. It can be released at
anytime, but typically it returns to the base of operations and is released prior to the UAS landing.

An excellent source of information on Autogyro's see: History of the Autogyro : author Jeff
Lewis 1996 http://www.jefflewis.net/autogyros.html
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